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ABSTRACT

Structural coloration, which is based on spectrally selective scattering from optical structures, has recently attracted wide attention as a replacement of pigment colors based on the selective light absorption in chemical structures. Structural colors can be produced from transparent
non-toxic materials and provide high stability under solar radiation. To provide angle independent non-iridescent colors, the structure should
combine spectral selectivity with an isotropic response. Photonic glass (PhG), a disordered arrangement of monodisperse spheres, is a versatile structure to achieve that, which provides isotropic spectral selectivity via short-range order and Mie resonances. However, conventional
PhGs show low color purity that hinders their future application. The interplay of single-particle scattering, short-range order, broadband
absorption, and Fresnel reflection is a route to improve the color. In this perspective, we review the field of PhG based structural colors and
discuss the physical mechanism behind the color generation by several established theories. We point out the current challenges in the theory
and possible directions to improve color purity.
© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0006203., s

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Structural color
Isaac Newton showed that solar radiation can be split into different color components with transparent materials.1,2 Based on this
finding, people insistently dug into the field of the spectrally selective
light scattering following Lord Rayleigh and Gustav Mie.3 However,
as the centuries passed, absorption-based pigment colors are still
everywhere. They are often based on toxic chemical substances and
often degrade under ultraviolet (UV) radiation.4 Due to exposure to
solar radiation, outdoor colors need to be repainted every few years
to repair the fading.4 Thousands of ancient paints and arts need to be
carefully preserved under special lighting conditions to prevent an
unrecoverable loss.5,6 These are still key tasks for optical and material
researchers in the near future.
Colors are generally generated by two mechanisms: selective
absorption or selective scattering [Fig. 1(a)]. The selective absorption color, called pigment here, derives its colors from light absorption by electron transitions and hence leaves the unabsorbed colors reflected into human eyes.4,7,8 Since the light absorption is
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dependent on the defined chemical structure, pigment colors are
typically bound to particular materials, some of which are toxic and
can be harmful in production, application, or disposal.4,7,9–11 Some
of the pigments can be easily altered by sun radiation or high temperature during service, initiating the need for alternatives.4–6 Different
from that, structural colors12–19 are based on light scattering and
reflection from the structure, which depends only on the refractive
index distribution, and thus can be produced from environmentally friendly transparent materials and bears the potential of high
solar radiation and temperature stability.20 Iridescent structural colors based on periodical structures with a periodicity in the order of
visible light wavelength, known as photonic crystals (PhCs),13,15,21–24
show bright color impressions but different colors at different viewing and illumination angles. To substitute pigments, non-iridescent
structural colors are required. To achieve an angle-independent
color, the current concepts are based on disordered microstructures
mimicking biological structures,25–29 photonic glass [PhG; Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c)],27,30–35 polycrystal PhCs,26,36 and superballs with a PhC as
the radial coating.37–39 There are also angle-independent structural
color concepts based on thin-film geometries,40–43 but they require
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FIG. 1. (a) Colors via selective reflection or selective absorption. (b) Structural color impressions of PhGs out of a mixture of 226 nm and 265 nm spherical polystyrene (PS)
particles. The carbon black concentration varies from 0.02 wt. % to 11.2 wt. % from left to right. The SEM image of the disordered arrangement of PS particles (sample 3).
Reprinted with permission from Forster et al., Adv. Mater. 22, 2939 (2010). Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH. (c) The fabrication process of a photonic capsule with the PhG out of
core–shell particles, the photograph and an optical micrograph of the capsules in water, the cross section SEM image, and the inset showing the corresponding 2D Fourier
transform. Reprinted with permission from Park et al., Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 53, 2899 (2014). Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH. The structural colors out of PhG can be used
as paint coatings on different surfaces as (d) coated stainless steel made forks showing different colors with different sizes of particles or (e) silk. Reprinted with permission
from Katagiri et al., NPG Asia Mater. 9, e355 (2017). Copyright 2017 Author(s), licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Meng et al., ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces 11, 13022 (2019). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (f) The PhG structural color can be used as a label-free sensor to monitor the humidity. Reprinted
with permission from Mohd-Noor et al., J. Mater. Chem. A 7, 10561 (2019). Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry.

flat substrates and a special deposition technology that can hardly
be applied to arbitrary substrates. Particularly interesting is also the
combination of pigments and structural scattering to obtain new or
better colors.44,45
B. Photonic glass
The term “photonic glass” appeared as an analog to “photonic crystal.”30,31 PhG is a disordered arrangement of monodisperse
spherical particles with short-range order only, which appears due
to physical contact between particles.30,31,46 A hard-sphere random
arrangement system can be considered as a frozen liquid structure.46,47 It should be mentioned that depending on the packing algorithm or experimental procedure, different random arrangements
can be obtained, differentiating in terms of randomness and packing
density.46,48
PhG has attracted a lot of attention in the field of noniridescent structural colors due to the straightforward production
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procedure and applicability as a coating on arbitrary surfaces
[Figs. 1(d)–1(f)].49,50 Due to the intrinsic isotropic arrangement of
the particles, the spectral characteristics under diffuse illumination
are independent of the observation angle. A PhG from homogeneous spherical dielectric particles was used for the non-iridescent
blue structural color35,44,51,52 with color properties similar to what
is observed in nature.53 Since the wavelength range of the strong
backscattering is related to the interparticle distance and the average refractive index, other colors were addressed by varying the size
and/or the dielectric strength of the particles.25,27,32,35,52,54–60 Furthermore, core–shell particles,34,39,61,62 hollow particles,54,61,63 and
broadband absorbers32,35,49,58,64–69 were added into PhGs to improve
the color purity. Several examples show the application perspectives
of the PhG structural color as color paints [Figs. 1(d)–1(f)].49,50,52,70
Since the color impression will change with the interparticle distance,57,71 PhG structural colors can also be used as a stress response
smart window,72 electric field-induced color variation,73–76 and a
humidity sensor [Fig. 1(f)].77
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However, the presented PhG based structural colors still
show quite a low color purity, which hinders future applications.32,62,78 In general, the non-absorbing PhG layer reflects light
as a high-pass filter (high frequencies and small wavelengths are
reflected).34,62,79 Thus, it is relatively easy to obtain a blue color,
where the reflection in the UV range, due to its invisibility, does
not affect the color impression. To obtain other colors, the reflection of shorter visible wavelengths must be suppressed to retain
a pure color impression.32,49,62,80 Also, the transition from weak
reflection to strong reflection should be sharp to improve color
purity.34 Therefore, understanding the scattering properties of a
PhG structure is crucial for the improvement of PhG-based structural colors. In the recent few years, the first-order scattering
approximation,33,34,51,79,81 Mie scattering/resonances,31,39,71,82–84 the
diffusion theory,85–89 and combinations of them were introduced
to describe the mechanism of color generation from PhGs. In
this perspective, we will discuss the existing theories and present
approaches to improve color purity and draw outlook for further
improvements.

II. THEORY
A. Color definition
There are only three kinds of cone cells (color receptors) sensing the light in human eyes with a sensitive wavelength in blue,
green, and red color, respectively. These cells translate the received
light signal [e.g., blue, green, or red light in Fig. 2(a) reflected from
objectives Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] into color impressions in the human
brain. According to that, a color space maps a range of discernible
colors to an objective description of color sensations registered in
the human eye, as tristimulus values (X, Y, Z) related to the signal
levels coming from each cone cell and depending on the reflected
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optical power, to describe the color impressions,2,90
⎧
X=
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨Y =
⎪
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⎪
⎪
⎩Z =

1
N
1
N
1
N

∫λ R(λ)I(λ)x̄(λ)dλ,
∫λ R(λ)I(λ)ȳ(λ)dλ,

(1)

∫λ R(λ)I(λ)z̄(λ)dλ,

where x̄(λ), ȳ(λ), and z̄(λ) are the color matching functions (colored curves in Fig. 2(a), N = ∫λ I(λ)ȳ(λ)dλ is a normalization factor
that ensures Y represents the reflectance strength, λ is the light wavelength (measured in nanometers), and the limits of the integral are λ
∈ [380, 780]. For the comparison of an arbitrary illumination source,
the spectral power distribution of the illuminant I(λ) can be treated
as 1. R(λ) is the reflection spectrum of the object. Then, the chromaticity of a color is specified by the two derived parameters x and
y, two of the three normalized values being functions of all three
tristimulus values,2
⎧
x=
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨y =
⎪
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⎪
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X
,
X+Y+Z
Y
,
X+Y+Z
Z
=
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(2)
1 − x − y.

The chromaticity diagram such as the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) 1931 color space [Fig. 2(d)] is commonly
used. In such a diagram, a fully saturated, pure color originating
from a single wavelength can be found on the outer perimeter. A
completely unsaturated color such as gray or white is located in the
so-called white point at the center of the diagram (1/3, 1/3). A certain complete subset of colors is called the gamut. Hue stands for
the visual perception of color, which can be defined on the outer
perimeter of the color diagram. Red, green, yellow, and blue are
known as unique hues. These spectra illustrations in Figs. 2(b) and
2(c) are deliberately chosen. For the concept of the blue and red colors out of PhG structures, the reflection transition edge is the only

FIG. 2. (a) Color matching functions
of human eyes. (b) Example reflection
spectra for blue (b1), green (g), and red
(r1) colors and (c) blue (b2) and red
(r2) spectra with low spectral selectivity,
namely, the smooth transition from weak
reflection to the strong reflection region.
(d) Color impressions of the curves in (b)
and (c) can be calculated based on the
color matching functions and with points
shown in the CIE diagram. In this case,
the spectral power distribution of the illuminant I(λ) was treated as 1. The diagram further shows the white point and
the positions of the pure colors on the
perimeter indicated by the corresponding
wavelengths in nanometer.
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required feature because the light with a wavelength shorter than
blue or larger than red is invisible to the human eye and will not
influence the color purities. However, to achieve a high-purity color
positioned in between the spectral limits of human vision, such as
a green color, a peak shaped spectrum is mandatory [Fig. 2(b)]. For
the non-iridescent structural colors obtained with PhGs, the color
position is normally close to the white point due to the intrinsic poor
spectral selectivity [Fig. 2(c)], as will be described below. Therefore,
to increase spectral selectivity (namely, sharp reflection transition
weak reflection to the strong reflection region) and thus color purity
is the main goal of the research of structural color based on PhGs
[Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)].
B. Photonic glass structure
PhG is a densely packed disordered arrangement of monodisperse particles.30,31,46,48,91 It can be split into a disordered lattice,
represented by the spheres’ center points, and spherical particles
as motifs. The scatterer’s structure can thus be interpreted as the
convolution of the lattice with the motif in the real space. In reciprocal space, the average Fourier transform (FT) of the permittivity per particle is then a multiplication of the structure factor (S),
the square of the FT of the lattice per lattice point, the form factor (P), and the square of the FT of the motif. For the same motif,
the PhG can be packed with a different packing density, which is
the volume fraction occupied by the particles. The packing density
of 64% is the estimated maximum value for 3D monodisperse disordered assemblies.31,48,92 This limit can be better defined in terms
of a maximally random jammed state, a state where a single particle cannot be moved freely.48 Due to the isotropy of the shortrange order in the spatial average, the structure factor is spherically symmetric and shows maxima for wavevectors corresponding
to the inverse interparticle distance. The sharpness of the maxima is connected to the packing density with a maximal sharpness
for the maximal packing density.34,85,93 The approximate function
of the radial distribution of S can be derived from solving the
Ornstein–Zernike integral equation by choosing the hard-sphere
Percus–Yevick approximation.34,93,94 The Percus–Yevick approximation is a simple and accurate way to calculate the structure factor,
even applicable for high packing density and polydispersities in the
short k region, including the first peak of the structure factor.95,96
The polydispersity will broaden and decrease the amplitude of the
first-peak in the structure factor.95 The self-assembling technique is
a feasible way to produce such structures. To prevent the formation of an ordered structure of the colloidal suspension, the particle polydispersity, mobility, surface tension, viscosity, the volatility
of the solvent, and the ionic strength of the dispersion are usually
adjusted.86,97–100
C. Theory of scattering from photonic glass
Light scattering at a PhG structure is a complex phenomenon
[Fig. 3(a)]. The particles themselves have spectral and directional
scatterings due to internal Mie resonances.3,101 Scattering of a single particle can be already quite complex due to the interplay of
excited magnetic and electric multipoles in the particle.3,102 At the
same time, touching particles in the PhG lead to a modification of
Mie resonances.82 Besides, the short-range order with a periodicity
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comparable to the half-wavelength itself can lead to selective scattering of light even without Mie resonances.33,81 The single scattering
is a good approximation only for sufficiently thin layers (the photon
mean free path is less than thickness), and thus, a photon can only
experience a single scattering event before it escapes the structure.
Moreover, the multiple scattering of light in the PhG can lead to a
diffusive light propagation85–89 and the geometry and the average
refractive index of the PhG sample (layer or spherical agglomerate)
can also introduce additional reflections at the interfaces between the
PhG and the environment.62,79,80 From the previous studies, several
approximations were introduced to describe and explain the lightscattering and reflection properties of PhGs such as the first-order
Born approximation, Mie scattering, and diffusion theories, which
we now present and discuss.
It should be mentioned that at high refractive index contrast,
strong coupling between particles can be obtained. Brute force simulation can be used then to study light propagation in such media,
including the effects of light localization.103 These effects are not
considered in this review.
1. First-order Born approximation
The light-scattering properties of a structure with a small permittivity contrast Δε(⃗r) with respect to the background can be estimated from the first-order Born approximation.1,33,34,51,61,79,81,89,104
The total electric field can be expanded in Taylor series with respect
to the perturbation Δε̂. For a small value Δε̂, the total field can be
reasonably well approximated by the first-order term. The excess
polarization induced by the incident wave as a source gives rise to
the scattered waves.
The Ewald sphere construction derived from the first-order
Born approximation geometrically predicts the wavelength dependence and the directions of the scattered light [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]
by the overlap of the Ewald sphere and the spatial FT of the permittivity distribution Δε(⃗r). The Ewald sphere in reciprocal space
has the radius of the incident wave number and is shifted from the
center of reciprocal space by negative of the incident wavevector
−⃗kin . It can visualize the Bragg conditions fulfilled for the gratings
in the structure [Fig. 3(b)]. The FT of the PhG is represented by
a spherical shell in reciprocal space, which corresponds to the first
peak of the structure factor in Fig. 3(d). It shows the same periodicity along all directions due to the isotropic nature of the PhG.
For the long-wavelength light (small wavenumber), there is no light
scattering as no overlap between the Ewald sphere and FT of Δε(⃗r)
occurs [Fig. 3(c)]. Once the wavelength is short enough such that
the respective growing wavenumber produces an Ewald sphere that
touches the FT of the permittivity distribution, scattering sets in
primarily backward. When the overlap of the Ewald sphere with
the FT of Δε(⃗r) increases, the scattering strength will gradually
increase, thus resulting in an increase in reflectivity as the wavelengths become shorter. Scattering angles increase and reflectivity
eventually saturates [Fig. 3(c)]. Due to the spherical symmetry, the
overlap between the Ewald sphere and the FT for a specific wavelength will be identical for different incident angles yielding a noniridescent reflection behavior. The permittivity of the PhG structure
Δε(⃗r) can be seen as the convolution of the disordered lattice function l(⃗r) with the motif function m(⃗r), where l(⃗r) represents the
distribution of the spheres’ center points in space and m(⃗r) represents the distribution of the permittivity difference in the motif. In
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FIG. 3. (a) Measured diffuse reflection spectrum from a PhG film from the 172 ± 6 nm PS particle and a film thickness of 5.3 μm and the simulated spectrum from a volume
of 1.8 × 1.8 × 5.3 μm3 PhG-film with the particle refractive index nPS of 1.6, size of 172 nm, packing density of 64%, and in the background material nb of 1. (b) Ewald sphere
b
(blue circle) construction illustrates the Bragg condition reflection of a Bragg grating (lattice constant a). The incident light with a wavelength of λ (kin = 2πn
) and direction
λ
⃗
kin can be scattered only when the Ewald sphere crosses the FT function of the Bragg grating permittivity distribution (two peaks at a distance of 2π to the reciprocal space
a

center). The scattering direction is defined by ⃗
ks . (c) The schematic real and reciprocal space representation of the PhG structure, including Ewald sphere construction,79
and the corresponding illustration of the half-space reflection spectrum. The thick colored arrows stand for the incident and the thin colored arrows stand for the scattered
waves, with the corresponding Ewald spheres illustrated by colored circles. (d) Structure factor function of the PhG with different packing densities.

reciprocal space, the FT of the whole structure is the multiplication
of the lattice FT Fl (⃗k) and the motif FT Fm (⃗k),34
F{Δε(⃗r)} = F{l(⃗r) ⊗ m(⃗r)} = Fl (⃗k) ⋅ Fm (⃗k).

(3)

Thus, the average intensity of scattered light per motif in the lattice is proportional to the product of the structure factor S [Fig. 3(d)]
and the form factor P, where the latter is the square of the motif FT
normalized by the volume of the motif (V) and can be written as
P = ∣Fm ∣2 /V 2 = F2m /V 2 because the FT of our spherically symmetric particles is always real. Thus, the average square of the FT from
N particles is
⟨∣Ft ∣2 ⟩ = ⟨F2t ⟩ = NV 2 S ⋅ P.

(4)

Thus, the effective scattering cross section per single particle σ
in the PhG can be written in the following form:34
σ=

V 2 S(k) ⋅ P(k)
ω4
g(θ)d2 k,
∫
16π2 c4 ESS
k2s
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(5)

where θ is the angle between scattered ⃗ks and input ⃗kin wavevectors and g(θ) is a polarization-dependent factor, which for unpolarized light is equal to (1 + cos2 θ)/2. Here, ⃗k is the difference
between the wave vector of the scattered and incident waves. Besides
the dielectric strengths of the individual scatterers, it is the overlap of the Ewald sphere surface (ESS) with the square of the FT
in reciprocal space that governs the reflected power. This way,
the light scattering can be fully analyzed from the FT of the permittivity.34 According to the Ewald sphere construction approach
[Eq. (5)], for wavelengths becoming shorter, the light–reflection
transition from the no-reflection case to the back-reflection case
is determined by the sharpness, i.e., the slope of the FT spectrum
of Δε(⃗r) at the inner boundary of the spherical k-shell. In other
words, to achieve a sharp reflection edge, the contributions of the
square of the FT of Δε(⃗r) inside the shell should be as little as possible, and most importantly, the transition to large values should be
sharp.
The form factor in the first-order Born approximation is a constant function in reciprocal space independent of the wavelength of
the incident radiation.34 The first-order Born approximation applied
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to a single particle is true only in the Rayleigh–Gans limit where
the refractive index contrast of the particle and the phase shift
accumulated by light propagating inside the particle are small.1,3,79
The first-order Born approximation is a strong tool to describe
scattering in disordered structures with a small refractive index contrast in a broad wavelength range. However, it disregards the polarization effects, assuming that all excited access polarizations are
parallel to the incident electric field vector. It also assumes weak
scatterings such that the incident wave is not depleted and has the
same amplitude everywhere. Nonetheless, it can be used to derive
the mean free path and the anisotropic scattering factor for raytracing simulations or transport equations of systems with multiple
scatterings and a strong overall reflection.85,86,88,89
If the polarization dependent factor g(θ) is neglected (scalar
approximation), the integral over the Ewald sphere can be simplified
to the integral along the radial direction in reciprocal space,
σ=

2kin
ω2
V 2 S(k) ⋅ P(k)kdk.
∫
2
3
2
32π c nb 0

(6)

The functions under the integral in Eq. (6) are all positive, and
thus, the integral and the predicted scattering strength in this range
monotonically increase with the frequency. The scalar first-order
Born approximation cannot predict maxima in scattering efficiency.
Still, if the polarization factor g(θ) is taken into account or only the
backward scattering is considered, when only the integration over
part of the Ewald sphere is required, then maxima in the reflection
spectrum can be expected.
2. Mie scattering
If the Rayleigh–Gans criterion is violated, the single particle
should be considered as a resonator. The light propagation through
a PhG can be then described mainly by the properties of these resonators calculated by the Mie theory.1,3 The light incident on the
particle can excite magnetic and electric multipoles in the particle
that emits scattered waves [Fig. 4(a)]. The scattering cross section
Qsca of a spherical particle is given by the electric components an
and magnetic components bn ,3
2
∞
2
2
∑ (2n + 1)(∣an ∣ + ∣bn ∣ ),
q2 n=1

(7)

an =

ψn′ (mq)ψn (q) − mψn (mq)ψn′ (q)
,
ψn′ (mq)ζn (q) − mψn (mq)ζn′ (q)

(8)

bn =

mψn′ (mq)ψn (q) − ψn (mq)ψn′ (q)
,
mψn′ (mq)ζn (q) − ψn (mq)ζn′ (q)

(9)

Qsca =

πd

√
ε

where unitless particle size q = λ b , d is the particle diameter,
εb is the dielectric constant of the background
material, ε is the
√
dielectric constant of the particle, m =
ε/εb , and ψ and ζ are
Riccati–Bessel functions.3 In a dilute system, the scattering properties will be defined by single-particle scattering. In a PhG, the
particles are touching each other and the interparticle interaction
and the short-range order start to play a significant role. The features of Mie resonances are observed in the reflection spectra of
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FIG. 4. (a) Calculated scattering cross section (Qsca ) from Mie theory and (b) the
backscattering cross section (Qback ) calculated with the MiePlot software109 of a
spherical particle with a diameter of 172 nm and a refractive index of 1.6. The
ed, md, eq, and mq stand for electric and magnetic dipole and electric and magnetic quadrupole contributions to the scattered field, respectively. (c) Scattering
defined by the Mie form factor F(θ) (green) and structure factor S(θ).101 (d) Adjusting the effective form factor by the effects from neighboring particles allows fitting
the experimental data. Reprinted with permission from Schertel et al., Adv. Opt.
Mater. 7, 1900442 (2019). Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH.

PhGs.31,34,39,71,82–84,88 The short-range order can be represented by
a combination of the first-order Born approximation with Mie scatters.81,85,88 In this case, the form factor appearing in the first-order
Born approximation is substituted by a term calculated from the Mie
theory. The Mie resonances of the single particles are also perturbed
by the presence of other particles, which was taken into account in
recent publications.88,101
The original form factor results from the FT of the motif
and it is not changing with the wavelengths of incident radiations. The effective form factor calculated from Mie theory is
changing depending on the incident wavenumber kin and direction
thus should be written as Fkin (k). The Fkin (k) contains information about scattering directions of the single particle. The changes
in the backscattering of a single particle might result in a significant change in the reflection from PhGs. At the same time, the
information about back scatterings is not contained in the total
scattering cross section calculations. Thus, the peaks in the reflection from PhG should be better compared with the backscattering efficiency of the single particle [Fig. 4(b)]. For example, it
is known that backscattering from a spherical particle can cancel
out when magnetic and electric dipole excitations have the same
strength.105–108 This effect can occur at wavelengths away from
Mie resonances and can be used to obtain additional selectivity of
PhGs.
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where L is the thickness of the scattering slab, z0 (λ) is an extrapolation length, and Ri is the diffuse reflection coefficient from the
film–air interface boundary. The diffuse reflection coefficient is
obtained from an angular average of the Fresnel reflection coefficient
at the interface.110,111 For the lossless media, the PhG reflectance
R(λ) = 1 − T(λ).
For the diffusion limit to apply, the thickness of the sample
should be much larger than its transport mean free path L ≫ l∗ . For
thinner samples with a thickness in the order of the transport mean
free path, the approximation might fail and Monte Carlo ray-tracing
simulations87,112 or brute force electromagnetic simulations34,79 can
be required to fit the experimental data. The diffusion theory also
takes into account only an angle average reflectivity at the interfaces. However, in thin samples, the scattered light still bears a strong
directional anisotropy, and thus, the exact and not the average Fresnel reflection needs to be taken into account to quantify spectral
behavior. This will be discussed later.
The effect of neighboring particles on the Mie resonance was
estimated by Schertel et al.88 by covering the particle with a shell of
background medium so that the particle volume fraction in the core–
shell particle corresponds to the particle filling fraction of the PhG.
The effective core–shell particle is placed into an effective medium
with a refractive index calculated by an energy coherent potential approximation method.101 In this approximation, the refractive
index of the effective medium is chosen in such a way that the average energy density inside the core–shell particle was matched to the
energy density inside the medium.101 This approach approximates
the neighboring particles only as an effective medium and disregards
the exact effect of coupling between two touching particles. Still, the
Mie scattering correction obtained from the constructed core–shell
particles provides a better effective form factor [Fig. 4(c)] for the
scattering theory and allows fitting experimental data [Fig. 4(d)].

small concentrations32,49,51,67–69 [Fig. 5(b)]. These two options lead
to different spectral selectivity. The absorber under the PhG layer
absorbs transmitted light and thus differentiates the light by its penetration depth. It is important to achieve the index matching condition between the absorber and PhG such that the transmitted light
enters the absorber without significant reflections. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the color, in this case, is crucially dependent
on the PhG thickness.32,54,80 A layer that is too thick would lead to a
white appearance and a layer that is too thin will appear black. The
absorber in the substrate is usually sufficient for blue colors34,49,57 but
is not applicable for long-wavelength color81 as short wavelengths
are stronger scattered [scattering scales with ω2 in Eq. (6)] and thus
have a smaller penetration depth.
On the other hand, the absorber dispersed in the PhG structure
selects light by its propagation length. In this case, the half-space
PhG approach (infinitely thick layer) can be used to eliminate the
thickness dependence. However, the approach is based on the fact
that different wavelengths propagate different effective lengths in the
PhG structure. For the volume of scattering medium without Fresnel reflection at the boundaries and under diffuse illumination, this
is impossible to achieve as the mean propagation length of a photon
inside the scattering media is a constant independent of the mean
free path and mean transport path87,112,113 [Fig. 5(c)].
This invariance is valid only without interference between two
scattering events (e.g., no photonic bandgaps and localizations). In
the weak scattering regime, the photon makes large steps between
scattering events and can reflect or transmit through the volume in
several steps. In the strong scattering regime, the photon makes short
steps between scattering events: many photons are reflected after
several scatterings at the surface of the volume, but some of them
enter deep into the volume and experience extra-long paths. The
average path length stays the same. Since the absorption depends
on the photon propagation length, the broadband absorber might
not show extra spectral selectivity in this case. Thus, the fact that
PhG still shows spectral selectivity in the reflection when the black
absorber is added49,68,69 is not trivial [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)].
At the same time, absorption is an exponential function of
the propagation length, and thus, it depends not only on the average path length but also on the path length distribution, which is
still different for different wavelengths.87 Also, the backscattering
from PhGs due to short-range order is an interference effect that
might lead to smaller path length and thus less absorption. Still,
this selection mechanism is quite weak and leads only to pale colors.32,35,58,64–67 The higher concentration of the absorber can slightly
increase the color purity but significantly decreases the brightness.49,68,69 The situation might also be different if the excitation is
not homogeneous but has a dominant direction, and Fresnel reflection and total internal reflection are taken into account, as discussed
in Sec. II C 5.

4. Absorption effect

5. Interface effect

Structural color is a substitution for spectrally selective pigments, but it still requires at least a broadband (black) absorber. As
a half-space of scattering medium will sooner or later scatter back
all frequency components, an absorber should be used to suppress
some of them.
The black absorber can be positioned as a substrate below the
PhG layer32,67 [Fig. 5(a)] or added directly into the PhG structure in

In the light scattering process, the interface between the background material and the PhG slab also plays an important role.
In a diffusion approximation, it can be taken into account only
via an average reflection coefficient at the boundary. However, this
does not constitute a spectrally selective mechanism, as the average reflection has an only weak dependence on wavelength. In
the real situation, the total internal reflection can be used to trap

3. Diffusion theory
If the PhG is thick enough to provide multiple scatterings such
that information about the incident direction of the wave is lost,
then the light transport can also be described by the diffusion theory.85–89 The transmission and reflection can be obtained by solving
the diffusion equation, which describes photon transport through a
diffusing slab of infinite transverse extent. The mean free path l and
the directionality of scatterings g define the transport mean free path
l∗ = l/(1 − g). The transmittance T(λ) of the light is a function of the
transport mean free path and boundary conditions,85,86,88,110
T(λ) =

ℓ∗ (λ) + z0 (λ)
,
L + 2z0 (λ)

2
1 + Ri
z0 (λ) = ℓ∗ (λ)(
),
3
1 − Ri
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FIG. 5. (a) Broadband absorber put as a substrate beneath the PhG films out of the silica particle size of 190 nm, 260 nm, and 300 nm (lower row) shows better color
saturation than the white-substrate samples (upper row). 10 cycles of the layer-by-layer PhG deposition yield a film thickness of about 1.5 μm. Reprinted with permission
from Iwata et al., Adv. Mater. 29, 1605050 (2017). Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (b) The concentration of the absorber embedded in the PhG film influences color purity. The
films are out of 260 nm SiO2 particles on an ITO-coated glass substrate. The amount of carbon black was varied from 0 to 6.0 × 10−3 wt. %. Reprinted with permission from
Katagiri et al., NPG Asia Mater. 9, e355 (2017). Copyright 2017 Author(s), licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. (c) Mean propagation length of light in
scattering medium ⟨s⟩ is independent of the transport mean free path ℓ∗ , which was experimentally verified by the concentration of the polybeads in the scattering medium.
Reprinted with permission from Savo et al., Science 358, 765 (2017). Copyright 2017 AAAS. (d) Internal reflection events of the photons scattered in a disordered medium
with a spherical shell in reciprocal space similar to Fig. 3(c). (e) Reflection spectrum simulated from the disordered medium (black) and the prediction from the first-order Born
approximation with (orange) and without (blue) Fresnel and TIR reflection.79

short-wavelength components and thus obtain red colors, as was
proposed for an artificial disordered structure79 [Figs. 5(d) and 5(e)]
and PhGs.80 In this case, the shorter wavelength components (yellow
arrows) are backscattered at larger angles to the normal of the interface between the disordered medium and air and thus will undergo
total internal reflection at the interface. It should also be said that
the PhG interface to the input medium is intrinsically corrugated,
and thus, the total internal reflection condition is always partially
circumvented.
The total internal reflection at the interface might also be a
main reason for the additional spectral selectivity from adding a
broadband absorber to PhGs. The wavelength-dependent scattering
angles can lead to trapping of certain wavelength components within
a PhG slab, which increases the path lengths for rays of these wavelengths and thus causes a wavelength-dependent absorption, which
may enhance selectivity. This mechanism of spectral selectivity is not
discussed in detail so far and needs additional considerations.
III. BLUE COLOR
Non-iridescent structural colors produced by PhGs are mostly
short-wavelength colors, such as violet or blue (Fig. 6). This is based
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on the fact that in a long-wavelength limit, PhGs can be considered
as a transparent effective medium without scattering. The particle
size is then chosen so that the light starts to be scattered at blue
and also shorter wavelengths. These scattered wavelengths shorter
than those of blue or violet, however, do not contribute to the color
impression due to the limited sensitivity of the human eye. The
conventional homogeneous particle PhGs show a smooth transition
of the reflection edge [Fig. 7(a)] and thus low color purity. This
is not significantly improved with the modification of the dielectric strength27,32,35,51,54 [Figs. 2(c), 3(a), and 6(a)–6(d)]. The packing
density is crucial to improve the transition as this directly defines
the width of the structure factor peak34 [Fig. 3(d)]. However, the
experimental packing density stays in the 50% range and cannot be
significantly changed.82
As discussed previously, the selectivity can also be improved
by the absorption. The reflection of the longer wavelengths by
weak residual scattering by the PhG film can be reduced by broadband absorbers embedded directly into the PhG film.27,49,57 Higher
concentration increases the spectral selectivity of reflection but
also reduces the total reflectivity of the sample, thus improving the color purity but at the cost of the lower brightness49
[Fig. 5(b)].
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FIG. 6. (a) Color impressions, corresponding reflection spectra, and microscopic optical images of PhGs with PS particle sizes of 200 nm, 240 nm, and 280 nm,
respectively. Red and green curves show reflection spectra without or with cuttlefish ink (ink weight ratios of 30%, 33%, and 38% from the top row to bottom row), respectively. Reprinted with permission from Zhang et al., Adv. Mater. 27, 4719 (2015). Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH. (b) Color impressions, the spectra, and the microstructure of the PhG made of hollow spheres. Reprinted with permission from Kim et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 9, 24155 (2017). Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (c) Color impressions of the PhGs out of 190 nm silica particles and PDDA with different film thicknesses controlled by
the deposition cycles of the layer-by-layer method on a clear glass plate and a black quartz plate, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Iwata et al., Adv.
Mater. 29, 1605050 (2017). Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (d) Structural colors of PhGs made of core–shell particles with different shell thicknesses from 0 nm to
22 nm. Reprinted with permission from Kawamura et al., Sci. Rep. 6, 33984 (2016). Copyright 2016 Author(s), licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
License.

Another possibility is the optimization of the PhG motif. In the
conventional homogeneous particle based PhGs32,51 [Figs. 6(a) and
6(b)] and for many core–shell particle based PhGs39,50,81 [Figs. 6(c)
and 6(d)] and in inverted PhGs,63 the zero point of the form factor
is further away from the center of reciprocal space as the structure factor peak.34 Thus, if at all, it makes the outer side of the
peak sharp [Fig. 7(a)]. However, the Ewald sphere starts to touch
the structure factor peak from the inner side, probing the relatively
shallow slope, intrinsic to the structure factor function. To change
that, the zero point of the form factor should be shifted to the
inner side of the structure factor peak. In the previous investigations, several examples were presented to achieve such characteristics by employing core–shell particles34,61 [Figs. 7(b)–7(d)] and surface templated PhGs.114 The positions in the chromaticity diagram
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[Fig. 7(e)] calculated from the published reflection spectra are plotted as star (PS full sphere, cuttlefish ink),35 square (SiO2 full sphere,
carbon black),49 pentagon (SiO2 full sphere, carbon black),32 triangle
[PS/poly (NiPAm-AAc) core–shell sphere],39 circle (PS full sphere,
no absorber),61 hollow circle (YSZ hollow sphere, no absorber),61
and hollow star (surface templated PhG, no absorber).114 A significant improvement in color purity was demonstrated with an
adjusted motif.
Alternative to motif optimization, a structure factor with vanishing intensity in the sphere of a certain k-radius and a sharp transition to larger wavenumbers can be envisaged. Such structures appear
in discussions on hyperuniformity.115–119 The experimental procedure to pack spherical particles in a 3D hyperuniform configuration
is still to be developed.
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FIG. 7. (a) The real space and reciprocal space representations of the PhG
structure out of (a) homogeneous particles and (b) hollow sphere particles.
Reprinted with permission from Shang
et al., Sci. Rep. 8, 7804 (2018). Copyright 2018 Author(s), licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
License. (c) SEM image of the YSZ hollow sphere PhG. Scale bar is 1 μm. (d)
The measured reflection spectrum of a
5.3 μm thick film of a 172 ± 6 nm PS full
sphere PhG (red dot curve) and a 5.8 μm
thick film of a 316 nm YSZ hollow sphere
(shell thickness of 13 nm) PhG (black
solid curve), respectively. (e) Optimized
hollow sphere based PhG out of yttria
stabilized zirconia shows much better
color purity, which is indicated by the
CIE point (hollow circle) much closer
to the perimeter. Reprinted with permission from Shang et al., APL Photonics 4, 046101 (2019). Copyright 2019
Author(s), licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 License.

IV. RED AND OTHER COLORS
To achieve longer wavelength colors such as green or red, a
steep reflection edge toward shorter wavelength waves is required
[Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. This is difficult to obtain as PhG structures
always have significant scattering in the short wavelength range,
which spoils the long-wavelength color impression62,79,80 [Fig. 6(a)].
There are different possibilities to explain this short-wavelength
scattering in PhG. In a small refractive index contrast regime where
the first-order Born approximation applies, the scattering integral
for scalar approximation in Eq. (6) is monotonously growing with
larger wavenumbers. Thus, shorter wavelengths are always strongly
scattered [Fig. 3(c)]. For a large refractive index contrast, the firstorder Born approximation is not applicable, but higher-order Mie
resonances start to play their role and scatter short-wavelength light.
The peaks in the reflection corresponding to the Mie resonances were used for the green81,88 and red35,88 color generation
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[Fig. 4(d)]. Other colors were also achieved experimentally by
increasing either the motif size or the dielectric
strength28,32,38,39,49,50,55,57,63–65,69,72,88 (Fig. 8). Similar to the blue
structural color, a broadband absorber35,64 was introduced to
increase color purity [Figs. 8(a)–8(c)]. Schertel et al.88 argued that
the absorber concentration solely determines the color purity, while
the particle size solely determines the color hue [Fig. 8(d)]. The
color purity slightly improves for the optimal absorption length
(Leff ) at the cost of lower reflected light intensity49 [Fig. 5(b)]. The
broad resonance peak and the overall high scattering efficiency in
the whole visible range yield very pale colors.88 Therefore, introducing and improving the shorter wavelength reflection edge is
a key problem for the realization of longer wavelength structural
colors.
Magkiriadou et al.81 proposed to use a PhG out of isolated air
inclusions to shift the Mie resonances to UV range and to obtain a
response in the visible spectrum from the short-range order only.
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FIG. 8. (a) Structural colors of PhC (left) and PhG (right) made of the core–shell particle structure viewed at different angles. Reprinted with permission from Kawamura et al.,
Sci. Rep. 6, 33984 (2016). Copyright 2016 Author(s), licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. (b) Color impressions and corresponding reflection spectra
of PhGs made of homogeneous spherical particles. Reprinted with permission from Katagiri et al., NPG Asia Mater. 9, e355 (2017). Copyright 2017 Author(s), licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. (c) Color palette offered by the fabricated PhGs with different particle sizes (increase from bottom to top panels) and black
ink particle proportion (decrease from left to right). Reprinted with permission from Zhang et al., Adv. Mater. 27, 4719 (2015). Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH. (d) The gamut
reachable for polystyrene PhGs (with the radius of 100 nm, 115 nm, and 130 nm) and TiO2 PhGs, respectively, and the colored loops shows the trajectory with different
carbon black concentrations for three different radii. Reprinted with permission from Schertel et al., Adv. Opt. Mater. 7, 1900442 (2019). Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH. The CIE
points calculated from the reflection spectra in Fig. 6(c) in Ref. 84 are listed as the blue circle (blue), green square (green), and red star (red).

The PhG proposed by Magkiriadou was realized using hollow-core
particles63 [Fig. 6(b)]. In their study, an inverse PhG was achieved
by packing hollow spheres and then filling the interstices with a
polymer that is index-matched to the sphere shells. The different
colors were demonstrated by changing the different average spacing
between the air voids by precisely controlling the shell thickness of
the hollow spheres. It was shown that the hollow nanospheres produce less short-wavelength scattering than their non-hollow counterparts.63,84 The CIE points calculated from the reported reflection
spectra [Fig. 6(c) in Ref. 84] are presented as the blue circle (blue),
green square (green), and red star (red) in Fig. 8(d).
Additionally, the interface can be used to improve color purity,
as discussed, via Fresnel reflection and total internal reflection of the
short-wavelength components scattered obliquely to the interface.80
Similar effects were discussed for an artificial disordered structure
without Mie resonances and Fresnel reflection to obtain red color.79
The reflection spectrum from the first-order scattering model shows
a sharp reflection transition edge toward the shorter wavelength due
to the existence of the total internal reflection of the interfaces.80
However, the short-wavelength light trapped due to the interface
effect can still significantly escape via multiple scatterings.80 Thus,
adjustment of the absorption in the PhG is still required to suppress
the totally internally reflected light and further improve the color
purity.
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V. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
The color purity is still the key issue for the PhG based structural colors. It was shown that the motif function can be adjusted
to significantly improve blue color purity. Core–shell particles with
non-monotonous radial refractive index changes are required for
that. The blue color can also be further improved by increasing
the PhG packing density. This will require modifying the packing
methods to the maximum 64% instead of the conventional assembled 50%–55% for PhGs [Fig. 3(d)], which might be addressed
by optimization of particle charging or an application of external
compression.82,120
Highly saturated green and red colors are still key issues. The
theoretical and experimental efforts still did not lead to the occurrence of sharp spectral transitions toward small wavelengths. The
hollow sphere approach by Magkiridou et al.81 has a promising
perspective if Mie resonances are suppressed. However, that also
should include careful consideration of total internal reflection at
the interface and absorption.79,80
Interaction of electric and magnetic response in single particles bears a further perspective to achieve better spectral selectivity, especially for non-blue colors. Adjusting for either forward or
backward scattering can be used to enhance spectral selectivity. For
that, more complex core–shell particles106,108 or radially anisotropic
particles105,107 should be considered.
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Thus, the perspective of obtaining saturated structural colors lies in the exact adjustment of single-particle responses, shortrange order, and absorption and reflection at the interface. It may
be possible that even pure red colors can be obtained by proper
optimizations.
Another feasible way is the combination of PhG structures
and absorbing pigments. Structural color can be used to improve
the color purity of a less selective, albeit potentially more stable or
less toxic, absorptive pigment. Alternatively, a longer wavelength
reflection transition of the PhG can be combined with a shorter
wavelength transition of the pigment to generate colors such as
green.
The PhG spectral selectivity can be shifted to other spectral
ranges and has potential applications beyond structural colors. For
example, adjusting the sharp reflection edge to the UV region, the
PhG will reflect UV lights and transmit visible lights and thus can
be used as a solar UV radiation blocker without the whitening effect.
Adjustment of the reflection region to the NIR can help reflect the
IR sunlight and still transmit mid-infrared (MIR) thermal radiation
for radiative cooling.
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